•

I will now explain Ricoh's results for April through December.

（Please see slides 2 and 3 of this presentation.）
•

Sales for the time decreased 10.6%, to ¥1,469.4 billion. The impacts of forex and a deteriorating MFP mix offset
solid performances in Industrial Products and Other businesses, which are growth fields.

•

Operating profit fell 66.6%, to ¥28.5 billion. This reflected the impacts of forex, India-related expenses, structural
reform costs, and the absence of asset divestment gains from a year earlier.

•

Profit attributable to owners of the parent dropped 92%, to ¥4.1 billion. This reflected lower operating profit, as well
as such factors as higher corporate tax expenses stemming from an Advance Pricing Agreement between Japan
and the United States.

•

Management lowered its full-year forecasts for sales and profit attributable to owners of the parent in view of results
for the period under review. It has retained its operating profit projection of ¥40 billion.

•

Management has amended its year-end dividend payment forecast in light of lower earnings for the term.

•

Operating profit for April through December was ¥85.4 billion in the previous corresponding term and ¥28.5 billion in
the period under review, or down ¥56.8 billion year-on-year.

•

However, last fiscal year this amount included a ¥15.9 billion gain on asset sales as an extraordinary factor. After
excluding that amount, the result would have been ¥69.5 billion.

•

There was a ¥14.7 billion decline from a year earlier for sales mix earnings from business activities. This reflected
changes in the MFP mix, with the proportion of A4 MFPs rising relative to A3 models.

•

Product cost reductions were ¥7.8 billion higher year-on-year.

•
•

Research and development expenses were unchanged year-on-year.
Other expenses were ¥6.9 billion lower.

•

In presenting results for the first half, we announced that we would spend ¥11 billion on structural reforms in the
second half. We spent ¥4.5 billion of that amount in the third quarter, with this expenditure rising to ¥4.5 billion in
the third quarter. Structural reform activities are proceeding as planned.

•

India-related expenses were ¥6.9 billion, while the forex impact was ¥29.6.

•

Operating income should be basically as projected.

Imaging & Solutions segment
•

With the forex factor excluded, revenues and earnings were down owing to reduced MFP revenues.

Office Imaging
•

We performed solidly through a new lineup of A3 color MFPs with cloud-ready capabilities. That said, weaker
demand in Europe and the impact of new product changeovers for A3 monochrome models slowed sales growth for
MFPs in the third quarter. Unit sales of A4 MFPs increased steadily, thereby and lowering average unit prices.

•

At the same time, there were smaller declines from the previous corresponding term in non-hardware sales for MFPs
and laser printers.

Production Printing
•

Although we began to perform in line with the projections made in the first half of the year, sales were down slightly
in the third quarter, reflecting the remaining impact of new products in the previous fiscal year. At the same time,
non-hardware sales increased, so overall production printing sales for the third quarter were up year on year.

Network System Solutions
•

Sales declines in other regions slowed down, with revenues rising in the third quarter after factoring out forex.
Demand expanded steadily for visual communication products.

•

In Imaging & Solutions, we expect the current conditions for MFPs to continue in the fourth quarter. That said, there
have been positive turnarounds for production printing and network system solutions, and we look for earnings to
improve in line with the impact of structural reforms.

•

For MFPs, printers, and production printing in the third quarter, total hardware sales were down 5% year-onyear, while non-hardware sales were off 1%. The non-hardware downturn was smaller that previously.

•

Revenues and earnings for April through December were down, reflecting the forex impact and higher
expenditure on strengthening operations, one example being investments to boost inkjet printer production.

•

Third-quarter revenues and earnings turned around on steady sales of thermal products and higher demand in
the Industrial Products segment for vehicular offerings.

•

Demand for thermal products should remain solid in the fourth quarter.

•

Revenues and earnings increased in the period under review. Sales of the finance business were solid. Having
been robust in the first half, sales of cameras were unchanged.

•

Management looks for finance business sales to remain favorable in the fourth quarter, with operating profit
increasing for the full year.

•

Here, we highlight new products and events in the past three months.

•

In office imaging, we upgraded our monochrome A3 MFP lineup. We reinforced our range of A4 MFPs and Geljet
printers with new offerings.

•

In Production Printing, we established the Ricoh Customer Experience Center. This facility followed others in
Europe, the United States, and elsewhere in Asia, and is designed to showcase the capabilities of our very large
systems for customers.

•

We acquired Canada's Avanti Computer Systems. This gave us access to management information systems that
integrate control of pre- through post-press processes to provide complete print solutions from receiving orders
through process integration management.

•

Most balance sheet changes reflected seasonal factors.

•

Trade receivables were down reflecting seasonal factors, and progress is being made with receivables that
increased at the end of March.

•

Lease receivables were up in keeping with expansion of the lease finance business.

•

Inventories rose in line with seasonal factors and changeovers, but the increases were within controllable levels
heading toward the end of the fiscal year.

•

Interest-bearing debt was up owing to expansion of the lease finance business and inventories.

•

Here, we have listed key benchmarks for balance sheet changes.

•

We anticipate an improvement in the ratio of inventories to the average cost of sales by year-end.

•

Although free cash flow excluding the finance business was negative ¥7.2 billion, there was effectively no
change after factoring out the ¥16.5 billion in gains on asset sales posted in the previous year.

•

We reduced our sales forecast by ¥10 billion, largely in view of results through the third quarter and demand
trends in Europe.

•

The operating profit forecast is unchanged in view of us basically attaining our objectives through the third
quarter.

•

Management cut the forecast for profit attributable to owners of the parent by ¥8 billion. This reflected the impact
of Advance Pricing Agreement discussions that the company requested between Japan and the United States.

•

There is no change to R&D expenditures. We have amended the capital expenditures forecast in view of results
through the third quarter.

•

We have retained our forex rate forecasts of ¥105 to the dollar and ¥115 to the euro for 4Q.

•

The chart on this slide presents comparisons for changes shown in the previous slide.

•

We look for structural reforms to begin bearing fruit down the track.

•

We had to revise our year-end dividends forecast.

•

We plan to pay dividends as projected, as we believe that the commemorative payment should be seen as
distinct from performance-linked dividends.

•

In view of efforts to focus on building new core businesses and our downward revision in our second half
earnings forecast owing to the impact of Advance Pricing Agreement discussions between Japan and the United
States, we have, unfortunately, lowered our year-end dividend forecast.

•

We will explain our dividend policy for next fiscal year and beyond when announcing our next mid-term
management plan and annual forecasts.

Q&A Session
Q: I noticed in analyzing changes in your projections for the full year that you have improved your sales mix
forecast from previously? Why is that so?
A: We did that to reflect the impact of structural reform, which could not only lower selling, general and
administrative expenses but also help cut costs.
Q: What structural reform steps did you take in the third quarter? What fruit should those measures bear in
the fourth quarter?
A: We began streamlining back office operations in each region. We expect those efforts to lead to cost
reductions in the fourth quarter.
Q: Do you think the other expense reductions of the fourth quarter will be significantly greater than the
expend trends through the third quarter even after factoring in the impact of structural reforms?
A: Other expenses seem larger in the fourth quarter because of a gap on costing standards from last year,
and we believe that our forecast figure is attainable.
Q: What is your outlook for dividends for next fiscal year and beyond?
A: Our dividends reflect medium- and long-term results, as well as the investments we need to make, so we
will discuss this matter when announcing our next mid-term management plan.
Q: How do your new structural reforms differ from the previous ones?
A: We believe that we must change what we offer to our customers. For that reason, the prime goal of our
new structural reforms is to transform our setup, which has employed a business model centering on
hardware sales.

